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Facial Recognition
for Casinos
Casino security and surveillance have become more 
complex as both risks and available technologies have 
grown. Venues like yours must balance guest experience 
with compliance and crime mitigation—and the fines, 
suspensions, and reputation impact that come along 
with them. Facial recognition is the future, enabling your 
casino to remain vigilant and respond to risks swiftly.

Facial Recognition Aids in Casino Safety, 
Security, and Customer Experience

eConnect empowers casinos to stop fraud and IT security breaches with best-in-class facial 
recognition software. Our platform integrates with all systems—from video and casino 
management systems to cage, credit, and loyalty systems—to protect your venue

AI-powered eConnect software brings new life to your security investment, safeguarding your 
customers and casino as you enhance top-line performance with tools such as:

eClear® ID Scanner
to verify ages and IDs across your venue to maintain compliance

eClear® Access Control
to streamline the entrance to get patrons and employees where 
they need to go

ID|Connect
to maintain a real-time database of bad actors, enabling you to 
share intelligence across the industry
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https://www.econnectglobal.com/id-scanner-for-casinos
https://www.econnectglobal.com/access-control-for-casinos
https://www.econnectglobal.com/id-connect-for-casinos
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About eConnect

eConnect is an award-winning facial recognition software 
company with a proven track record of providing end-to-
end security solutions with AI technology. Used by 400+ 
satisfied customers across the casino and hospitality 
industry, our technology integrates with all major security 
systems to identify risks in real time, helping to not only 
secure your venue but also enhance customer experiences. 

Stop fraud and reduce criminal activities before they start 
with the power of facial recognition and data analytics. Get 
in touch today to request a quote or book a demo to find your 
right-fit solution.

Book a Demo

(702) 523-8786 www.econnectglobal.com

How eConnect Stands Apart 
from the Competition

eConnect is the only facial recognition 
solution that’s 100 percent focused on 
gaming and hospitality, so it’s built to suit 
your specific needs. We are licensed in all 
jurisdictions and have a proven track record 
of providing end-to-end security solutions 
that integrate across all systems.

Our facial recognition does the hard work 
to prevent theft, fraud, money laundering, 
and other crimes in real time, enabling your 
security and surveillance teams to stop 
smaller problems from becoming bigger 
ones. And at every turn, you have access to 
a team of experts who provide the highest 
level of support and training.

https://www.econnectglobal.com/request-a-demo?__hstc=&__hssc=&hsCtaTracking=421bca33-632c-45d3-9737-cacc3df9b8c1%7Cada9848e-95c4-4a3b-807b-778dd95e78c6
https://www.econnectglobal.com/
https://www.econnectglobal.com/

